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New Headway Pronunciation Course
Headway Academic Skills
New Headway Plus
Trusted worldwide. Inspired by you. Updated with new texts, topics and themes, Headway fifth edition provides fresh and
relevant English instruction that is tailored to your students' needs.NEW TO THIS EDITIONTeach practical, real life English
that is relevant to your students' lives with new topics and themes grounded in today's realityBring unit topics to life with
the new unit opener page which includes inspiring photographs and accompanying video introductions, to engage students
with the topicDownload and adapt material for your students with the Teacher's Resource Centre which provides all your
Headway resources, stored in one placeOnline practice enables students to revisit activities from previous lessons, do extra
skills practice, and check their progress with instant feedback.Find out more here
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New Headway Elem Wb W/o Pk 2011 4ed
A new edition with a revised syllabus and completely new material.

HEADWAY
A new edition with a revised syllabus and completely new material.

Solutions: Upper-Intermediate: Student Book
When millionaire industrialist and scientist Tony Stark is kidnapped, his corporation turns to Stark's best friend, War
Machine, to fulfill the ransom before Stark is forced to make a war suit for his crazed captor. Original.

American Headway Starter Workbook
New Headway: Elementary Fourth Edition: Student's
Headway
Clear focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus Real-world speaking skills - Everyday English, Spoken English,
Music of English 12-unit syllabus with 12 complete writing lessons Digital resources for interactive whiteboards - New
Headway iTools Full teacher support - resources, photocopiables, tests and more - in print and online

Headway
Headway
Headway
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Providing a foundation in the structure of the language by gradually building students' understanding of the basic grammar,
vocabulary, and functions of English.

Titanic
SLA Research and Materials Development for Language Learning is the only book available to focus on the interaction
between second language acquisition theory and materials development for language learning. It consists of contributions
written by experts in SLA, experts in materials development, researchers who have expertise in both fields, and
introductions and conclusions by the editor. The book is organized into four major sections – position statements; materials
driven by SLA theory; evaluations of materials in relation to SLA theory; and proposals for action – that offer a diverse range
of perspectives while maintaining a cohesive and comprehensive overview on the subject. This book is ideal for postgraduate courses in applied linguistics and second language acquisition and for researchers interested in the relationship
between SLA and materials development.

Materials and Methods in ELT
A completely new Elementary edition from the world's best-selling adult English course, with new digital resources for 2011.

New Headway: Upper-Intermediate Fourth Edition: Student's Book and iTutor Pack
Grammar, vocabulary, and fluency practice Pair work, group work, and whole class activities Information gaps, games, and
questionnaires Full notes with warm-up and extension activities

New Headway Plus Intermediate Student Book Pack
The Teacher's Support and Resource Disc comes as part of the Navigate Teacher's Guide package and has additional
resources for the classroom including: lesson overview videos, editable tests with audio files (unit, progress and exit),
photocopiable activities, vox-pop video worksheets, audio and video scripts, word lists and student study record.

New Headway Plus
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The Choice
New Headway - Upper-intermediate
The world's most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital support.

Headway: Intermediate. Student's Book with Online Practice
Navigate
A new Beginner edition from the world's most trusted ELT course.

New Headway: Pre-Intermediate Third Edition: Class Audio CDs (3)
New Headway Advanced Student's Book
New Headway, Beginner
English File 3e Upper-intermediate Workbook with Key
A new, refreshed edition of the five-level English course for teenagers, with a clear structure, supported approach to
speaking, practice, and exam preparation still at its heart.Solutions has been thoroughly modernized with 80% new content
to draw in students, embed the grammar and vocabulary presented, and engage them in the tasks. Its guided approach
builds up every student's confidence, through step-by-step objectives, lots of practice, meaningful personalizationactivities,
and exam preparation tasks.The course now embraces a wide range of teaching methods, furnishing the teacher with a
flexible pick-and-choose package for use in the classroom, at home, and on the move. The digital elements of the course
enliven the material and allow teachers to vary the pace and focus of their lessons.Solutions turns all students into active
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learners, by offering a rich variety of learning opportunities for a whole range of abilities through extension and revision
activities in all components - giving everyone a sense of achievement whatever their level.The Solutions Second Edition
DVD-ROM material and worksheets bring the language to life by taking it out of the classroom and into authentic settings.

American Headway Four
SLA Research and Materials Development for Language Learning
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and full support at all
six levels.With its proven methodology, Headway is the course you can always trust.The strong grammar focus, clear
vocabulary syllabus and integrated skills work give you lessons that really work in class.Constant updates mean the
material is always current, and with a huge range of components available - including new digital resources for interactive
whiteboards - you've always got support where you need it.

Iron Man
A New York Times Bestseller “I’ll be forever changed by Dr. Eger’s story…The Choice is a reminder of what courage looks
like in the worst of times and that we all have the ability to pay attention to what we’ve lost, or to pay attention to what we
still have.”—Oprah “Dr. Eger’s life reveals our capacity to transcend even the greatest of horrors and to use that suffering
for the benefit of others. She has found true freedom and forgiveness and shows us how we can as well.” —Desmond Tutu,
Nobel Peace Prize Laureate “Dr. Edith Eva Eger is my kind of hero. She survived unspeakable horrors and brutality; but
rather than let her painful past destroy her, she chose to transform it into a powerful gift—one she uses to help others
heal.” —Jeannette Walls, New York Times bestselling author of The Glass Castle Winner of the National Jewish Book Award
and Christopher Award At the age of sixteen, Edith Eger was sent to Auschwitz. Hours after her parents were killed, Nazi
officer Dr. Josef Mengele, forced Edie to dance for his amusement and her survival. Edie was pulled from a pile of corpses
when the American troops liberated the camps in 1945. Edie spent decades struggling with flashbacks and survivor’s guilt,
determined to stay silent and hide from the past. Thirty-five years after the war ended, she returned to Auschwitz and was
finally able to fully heal and forgive the one person she’d been unable to forgive—herself. Edie weaves her remarkable
personal journey with the moving stories of those she has helped heal. She explores how we can be imprisoned in our own
minds and shows us how to find the key to freedom. The Choice is a life-changing book that will provide hope and comfort
to generations of readers.
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Headway English: A1 Student's Book Pack (DE/AT), with Audio-CD
New Headway. Upper-Intermediate. Workbook with Key
New Headway Beginner is aimed at absolute beginners, or those who have learned a little English but lack the confidence to
build on it. It provides a solid foundation for New Headway Elementary. Its measured, step-by-step approach builds both
skills and confidence. The right mix of language work and plentiful practice material enables learners to consolidate their
knowledge of key points before proceeding further. The clearly defined grammatical syllabus includes past, present and
future time and provides a thorough basis on which to build. The presentation of new language is gradual, methodical and
clearly structured, giving learners a clear sense of progression. The vocabulary syllabus focuses on high-frequency survival
terms and avoids overload. The gradual introduction of simple skills work with manageable communicative activities give
learners a sense of achievement. 'Everyday English' practises social expressions in common situations and shows how
learners can apply their knowledge in practical ways.

New Headway: Intermediate Fourth Edition: Student's Book and iTutor Pack
New Headway English Course
New Headway
New Headway English Course
This is a practical and imaginative addition to the New Headway. It helps students to express themselves clearly and
confidently by training them in the key areas of pronunciation. There is practice of individual sounds, with a guide to
suitable exercises for speakers of particular languages. There is a focus on lexical sets. Training is given in stress and
intonation patterns for accurate, functional use. Help is provided with the features of connected speech.

Headway: Intermediate: Workbook with Key
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Headway is for students who want to use English accurately and fluently, and to communicate with ease in both social and
everyday situatiuons. This latest addition to the Headway family offers the beginner and false beginner all the best features
of the Headway package plus the newer features of `Everyday English' sections, an integrated vocabulary syllabus, and
revision and self-access sections after every four units.

New Headway: Intermediate Fourth Edition: Teacher's Resource Book
Materials and Methods in ELT, Second Edition offers a comprehensive and practical introduction to central themes in the
principles and practice of Teaching English as a Foreign/Second Language. Offers a comprehensive and practical
introduction to central themes in the principles and practice of Teaching English as a Foreign/Second Language. Features a
number of new sections, including task-based learning, the use of the internet, and teacher-research, as well as new
samples from current teaching materials. Includes an appendix with a selected list of key websites for teachers and
students. This second edition has been completely revised and updated.

Headway: Beginner: Workbook Without Key
Headway English: B1 Student's Book Pack (DE/AT), with Audio-CD
Headway is for students who want to use English accurately and fluently, and to communicate with ease in both social and
everyday situatiuons. This latest addition to the Headway family offers the beginner and false beginner all the best features
of the Headway package plus the newer features of `Everyday English' sections, an integrated vocabulary syllabus, and
revision and self-access sections after every four units.

Headway
This title is replete with brilliant photographs and exclusive in-depth coverage including Bob Ballard's 1985 discovery.

New Headway: Beginner: Workbook (without Key)
Headway is for students who want to use English accurately and fluently, and to communicate with ease in both social and
everyday situatiuons. This latest addition to the Headway family offers the beginner and false beginner all the best features
of the Headway package plus the newer features of `Everyday English' sections, an integrated vocabulary syllabus, and
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revision and self-access sections after every four units.
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